The Future of Historical Documentaries

The REVEAL project is creating new documentary experiences for PlayStation®VR set within Europe’s rich cultural and scientific heritage. PlayStation®VR is the most accessible and best selling headset on the market. The growing use of games consoles as multi-purpose media devices in family living rooms is bringing the vision of virtual reality documentaries one step closer to realisation. It is through projects like REVEAL that the conventions and boundaries of this new art form are now being explored.

REVEAL’s Enabling Technologies

REVEAL’s Educational Environmental Narrative (EEN) framework works alongside Sony Interactive Entertainment’s PhyreEngine technology to realise narrative-driven exploratory experiences for PlayStation®VR. Both of these technologies are available for free and provided open source to registered PlayStation developers. We will be sharing our experiences researching, designing, building and publishing historical virtual reality experiences through our website in the coming months.

- Register your interest at: http://revealvr.eu